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Yeah, reviewing a ebook 1300 C 1000 C Europe Medieval In Imprisonment And Captivity could grow your close contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, expertise does not recommend that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as well as concord even more than extra will provide each success. bordering to, the message as with ease as acuteness of this 1300 C 1000 C Europe Medieval In Imprisonment And Captivity can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

KEY=AND - HARRISON DOUGLAS
The Histories of a Medieval German City, Worms c. 1000-c. 1300 Translation and Commentary Routledge Germany was the most powerful kingdom in the medieval West from the mid-tenth to the mid-thirteenth century. However, its history remains largely unknown outside of the Germanspeaking regions of modern Europe. Until recently, almost all of the sources for medieval Germany were available only in the original Latin or in German translations, while most scholarly investigation has been in German. The limited English-language scholarship has focused on royal politics and the
aristocracy. Even today, English-speaking students will ﬁnd very little about the lower social orders, or Germany’s urban centers that came to play an increasingly important role in the social, economic, political, religious, and military life of the German kingdom after the turn of the millennium. The
translation of the four texts in this volume is intended to help ﬁll these lacunae. They focus on the city of Worms in the period c.1000 to c.1300. From them readers can follow developments in this city over a period of almost three centuries from the perspective of writers who lived there, gaining
insights about the lives of both rich and poor, Christian and Jew. No other city in Germany provides a similar opportunity for comparison of changes over time. As important, Worms was an ’early adopter’ of new political, economic, institutional, and military traditions, which would later become normative
for cities throughout the German kingdom. Worms was one of the ﬁrst cities to develop as a center of episcopal power; it was also one of the ﬁrst to develop an independent urban government, and was precocious in emerging as a de facto city-state in the mid-thirteenth century. These political
developments, with their concomitant social, economic, and military consequences, would deﬁne urban life throughout the German kingdom. In sum, the history of Worms as told in the narrative sources in this volume can be understood as illuminating the broader urban history of the German kingdom
at the heigh The Family of Richard III Amberley Publishing Limited Richard's family was his making and undoing... At the Gate of Christendom Jews, Muslims and 'Pagans' in Medieval Hungary, C.1000 - C.1300 Cambridge University Press A study of the status of Jews, Muslims and
pagan Turkic nomads in medieval Hungary. Oxford Handbook of Medieval Central Europe Oxford University Press The Oxford Handbook of Medieval Central Europe summarizes the political, social, and cultural history of medieval Central Europe (c. 800-1600 CE), a region long considered a
forgotten area of the European past. The 25 cutting-edge chapters present up-to-date research about the region's core medieval kingdoms -- Hungary, Poland, and Bohemia -- and their dynamic interactions with neighboring areas. From the Baltic to the Adriatic, the handbook includes reﬂections on
modern conceptions and uses of the region's shared medieval traditions. The volume's thematic organization reveals rarely compared knowledge about the region's medieval resources: its peoples and structures of power; its social life and economy; its religion and culture; and images of its past.
Conversion, Circumcision, and Ritual Murder in Medieval Europe University of Pennsylvania Press A investigation into the thirteenth-century Norwich circumcision case and its meaning for Christians and Jews In 1230, Jews in the English city of Norwich were accused of having seized and
circumcised a ﬁve-year-old Christian boy named Edward because they "wanted to make him a Jew." Contemporaneous accounts of the "Norwich circumcision case," as it came to be called, recast this episode as an attempted ritual murder. Contextualizing and analyzing accounts of this event and
others, with special attention to the roles of children, Paola Tartakoﬀ sheds new light on medieval Christian views of circumcision. She shows that Christian characterizations of Jews as sinister agents of Christian apostasy belonged to the same constellation of anti-Jewish libels as the notorious charge of
ritual murder. Drawing on a wide variety of Jewish and Christian sources, Tartakoﬀ investigates the elusive backstory of the Norwich circumcision case and exposes the thirteenth-century resurgence of Christian concerns about formal Christian conversion to Judaism. In the process, she elucidates littleknown cases of movement out of Christianity and into Judaism, as well as Christian anxieties about the instability of religious identity. Conversion, Circumcision, and Ritual Murder in Medieval Europe recovers the complexity of medieval Jewish-Christian conversion and reveals the links between religious
conversion and mounting Jewish-Christian tensions. At the same time, Tartakoﬀ does not lose sight of the mystery surrounding the events that spurred the Norwich circumcision case, and she concludes the book by oﬀering a solution of her own: Christians and Jews, she posits, understood these events
in fundamentally irreconcilable ways, illustrating the chasm that separated Christians and Jews in a world in which some Christians and Jews knew each other intimately. Medieval East Central Europe in a Comparative Perspective From Frontier Zones to Lands in Focus Routledge Medieval
East Central Europe in a Comparative Perspective draws together the new perspectives concerning the relevance of East Central Europe for current historiography by placing the region in various comparative contexts. The chapters compare conditions within East Central Europe, as well as between East
Central Europe, the rest of the continent, and beyond. Including 15 original chapters from an interdisciplinary team of contributors, this collection begins by posing the question: "What is East Central Europe?" with three specialists oﬀering diﬀerent interpretations and presenting new conclusions. The
book is then grouped into ﬁve parts which examine political practice, religion, urban experience, and art and literature. The contributors question and explain the reasons for similarities and diﬀerences in governance and strategies for handling allies, enemies or subjects in particular ways. They point
out themes and structures from town planning to religious orders that did not function according to political boundaries, and for which the inclusion of East Central European territories was systemic. The volume oﬀers a new interpretation of medieval East Central Europe, beyond its traditional limits in
space and time and beyond the established conceptual schemes. It will be essential reading for students and scholars of medieval East Central Europe. Married Life in the Middle Ages, 900-1300 Oxford University Press An analysis of the lived experience of Christian married life in Christian
medieval Europe, this study examines the process of getting married and wedding celebrations; the married life of lay couples and clergy, their sexuality, and any remarriage; and alternative living, including concubinage, polygyny, and the single life. Central Europe in the High Middle Ages
Bohemia, Hungary and Poland, c.900–c.1300 Cambridge University Press A groundbreaking comparative history of the formation of Bohemia, Hungary and Poland, from their origins in the eleventh century. The City-State in Europe, 1000-1600 Hinterland, Territory, Region Oxford
University Press In this, the ﬁrst comprehensive study of city-states in medieval Europe, Tom Scott analyzes reasons for cities' aquisitions of territory and how they were governed. He argues that city-states did not wither after 1500, but survived by transformation and adaption. Introduction to
Medieval Europe 300–1500 Routledge Introduction to Medieval Europe 300-1500 provides a comprehensive survey of this complex and varied formative period of European history. Covering themes as diverse as barbarian migrations, the impact of Christianization, the formation of nations and
states, the emergence of an expansionist commercial economy, the growth of cities, the Crusades, the eﬀects of plague, and the intellectual and cultural life of the Middle Ages, the book explores the driving forces behind the formation of medieval society and the directions in which it developed and
changed. In doing this, the authors cover a wide geographic expanse, including Western interactions with the Byzantine Empire and the Islamic World. Now in full colour, this second edition contains a wealth of new features that help to bring this fascinating era to life, including: A detailed timeline of the
period, putting key events into context Primary source case boxes Full colour illustrations throughout New improved maps A glossary of terms Annotated suggestions for further reading The book is supported by a free companion website with resources including, for instructors, assignable discussion
questions and all of the images and maps in the book available to download, and for students, a comparative interactive timeline of the period and links to useful websites. The website can be found at www.routledge.com/cw/blockmans. Clear and stimulating, the second edition of Introduction to
Medieval Europe is the ideal companion to studying Europe in the Middle Ages at undergraduate level. Warfare in the Medieval World Pen and Sword Warfare in the Medieval World explores how civilizations and cultures made war on the battleﬁelds of the Near East and Europe in the period
between the fall of Rome and the introduction of reliable gunpowder weapons during the Thirty Years War. Through an exploration of thirty-three selected battles, military historian Brian Todd Carey surveys the changing tactical relationships between the four weapon systems-heavy and light infantry
and heavy and light cavalry—focusing on the evolution of shock and missile combat. This is the second part of an ambitious two-volume study of the subject. The ﬁrst volume, Warfare in the Ancient World, examined the evolution of warfare from the Bronze Age to the highly organized armies of the
Greeks and the Romans. Essays Presented to Michael Hicks Boydell & Brewer This series (pushes) the boundaries of knowledge and (develops) new trends in approach and understanding. ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW The Text and the World The Henryków Book, Its Authors, and Their
Region, 1160-1310 Oxford University Press, USA The Text and the World concerns one highly speciﬁc place and document-a medieval Cistercian monastery, and its remarkably interesting history, compiled at the monastery itself, for the monks' use-and explores several subjects now of great
interest to all medieval historians, such as ethnicity and interethnic relations; comparative power and lordship; legal conﬂict; collective memory; and the expansion of literacy in the late-thirteenth century. Manufacturing a Past for the Present Forgery and Authenticity in Medievalist Texts and
Objects in Nineteenth-Century Europe BRILL Manufacturing a Past for the Present contains a series of essays on forgeries and manipulated texts and objects mainly in the service of modern nations emerging during the long nineteenth century, and reﬂections on the related debates on authenticity.
The Oxford History of Historical Writing Volume 2: 400-1400 OUP Oxford How was history written in Europe and Asia between 400-1400? How was the past understood in religious, social and political terms? And in what ways does the diversity of historical writing in this period mask underlying
commonalities in narrating the past? The volume, which assembles 28 contributions from leading historians, tackles these and other questions. Part I provides comprehensive overviews of the development of historical writing in societies that range from the Korean Peninsula to north-west Europe, which
together highlight regional and cultural distinctiveness. Part II complements the ﬁrst part by taking a thematic and comparative approach; it includes essays on genre, warfare, and religion (amongst others) which address common concerns of historians working in this liminal period before the
globalizing forces of the early modern world. The Economic History of European Jews Late Antiquity and Early Middle Ages BRILL The Economic History of European Jews oﬀers a radical revision of demographics and economics. It explains how the presence of Jews was a limited one and their
trade was just that, trade by Jews, not “Jewish Trade”. Minority Inﬂuences in Medieval Society Routledge This book investigates how minorities contributed to medieval society, comparing these contributions to majority society’s perceptions of the minority. In this volume the contributors deﬁne
‘minority’ status as based on a group’s relative position in power relations, that is, a group with less power than the dominant group(s). The chapters cover both what modern historians call ‘religious’ and ‘ethnic’ minorities (including, for example, Muslims in Latin Europe, German-speakers in Central
Europe, Dutch in England, Jews and Christians in Egypt), but also address contemporary medieval deﬁnitions; medieval writers distinguished between ‘believers’ and ‘inﬁdels’, between groups speaking diﬀerent languages and between those with diﬀerent legal statuses. The contributors reﬂect on
patterns of inﬂuence in terms of what majority societies borrowed from minorities, the ways in which minorities contributed to society, the mechanisms in majority society that triggered positive or negative perceptions, and the function of such perceptions in the dynamics of power. The book highlights
structural and situational similarities as well as historical contingency in the shaping of minority inﬂuence and majority perceptions. The chapters in this book were originally published as special issue of the Journal of Medieval History. The Central Middle Ages Europe 950-1320 Oxford University
Press This new volume in the Short Oxford History of Europe series traces the history of Europe in the central middle ages (c.950-1320), an age of far-reaching change for the continent. Seven expert contributors consider the history of this period from a variety of perspectives, including political, social,
economic, religious and intellectual history. - ;The period from the late tenth to the early fourteenth centuries was one of the most dynamic in European history. Latin Christendom found a new conﬁdence which has left its mark upon the landscape in the form of the great cathedrals and castles, w.
Southeastern Europe in the Middle Ages, 500-1250 Cambridge University Press Southeastern Europe in the Middle Ages stood at a crossroads of trade and crusading routes and fell within the spheres of inﬂuence of both the Byzantine Orthodox Church and Latin Christendom. This authoritative
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survey draws on historical and archaeological sources in the narration of 750 years of the history of the region, including Romania, southern Ukraine, southern Hungary, Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia, Montenegro, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Albania and Greece. Exploring the social, political and economic changes
marking the transition from late Antiquity to the early Middle Ages, this book addresses important themes such as the rise of medieval states, the conversion to Christianity, the monastic movement inspired by developments in Western Europe and in Byzantium, and the role of material culture
(architecture, the arts and objects of daily life) in the representation of power. The Backbone of Europe Health, Diet, Work and Violence over Two Millennia Cambridge University Press Represents the largest recorded dataset based on human skeletal remains from archaeological sites
across the continent of Europe. Globalizing Borderlands Studies in Europe and North America U of Nebraska Press "Borderlands are complex spaces that can involve military, religious, economic, political, and cultural interactions--all of which may vary by region and over time. John W.I. Lee
and Michael North bring together interdisciplinary scholars to analyze a wide range of border issues and to encourage a nuanced dialogue addressing the concepts and processes of borderlands. Gathering the voices of a diverse range of international scholars, Globalizing Borderlands Studies in Europe
and North America presents case studies from ancient to modern times, highlighting topics ranging from religious conﬂicts to medical frontiers to petty trade. Spanning geographical regions of Europe, the Baltics, North Africa, the American West, and Mexico, these essays shed new light on the complex
processes of boundary construction, maintenance, and crossing, as well as on the importance of economic, political, social, ethnic, and religious interactions in the borderlands. Globalizing Borderlands Studies in Europe and North America not only forges links between past and present scholarship but
also paves the way for new models and approaches in future borderlands research"-- The Cambridge Companion to the Age of William the Conqueror Cambridge University Press Oﬀers a comparative cultural history of north-western Europe in the crucial period of the eleventh century.
Proceedings of the Ninth Conference of the European Society for Central Asian Studies Cambridge Scholars Publishing This is an important book which will greatly aid readers in their knowledge of Central Asia, one of the crucial regions in the contemporary world. It contains papers
reﬂecting the interdisciplinary quality of recent research carried out in many academic institutions dealing with the region. In this volume, which undertakes the supreme challenge of understanding this vast area of Eurasia, acknowledged experts oﬀer their ﬁndings on such important topics as history,
archaeology, sociology, anthropology, language, literature, religion, philosophy, civil society and human rights, political science, economics and the environment. This collection undoubtedly constitutes a key gateway to study of the region through the advanced, accurate and scholarly information
required by contemporary academia. Between Sword and Prayer Warfare and Medieval Clergy in Cultural Perspective BRILL Between Sword and Prayer brings together diverse studies on the involvement of medieval European clergy in warfare and military activities, spanning a broad
geographical range and multiple interpretive perspectives, including legal, literary, historical, and hagiographical approaches. "The Making of Europe" Essays in Honour of Robert Bartlett BRILL In "The Making of Europe”: Essays in Honour of Robert Bartlett, a group of distinguished contributors
analyse processes of conquest, colonization and cultural change in Europe in the tenth to fourteenth centuries. Papal Overlordship and European Princes, 1000-1270 Oxford University Press This study reinterprets the relationship between the medieval papacy and independent states,
suggesting that kings and governments were able to increase their eﬀective power through close relationships with the international papacy, making the papacy integral to the creation of centralized national states and kingdoms in Europe. Royal Childhood and Child Kingship Boy Kings in
England, Scotland, France and Germany, c. 1050–1262 Cambridge University Press The ﬁrst comparative study of royal childhood and child kingship, revealing the fundamental role they played in medieval rulership. CHANGDER OUTLINE Comprehending Antisemitism through the Ages:
A Historical Perspective Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG This volume traces the history of antisemitism from antiquity through contemporary manifestations of the discrimination of Jews. It documents the religious, sociological, political and economic contexts in which antisemitism thrived and
thrives and shows how such circumstances served as support and reinforcement for a curtailment of the Jews’ social status. The volume sheds light on historical processes of discrimination and identiﬁes them as a key factor in the contemporary and future ﬁght against antisemitism. A History of the
European Economy, 1000-2000 1000 - 2000 University of Virginia Press Considering Europe as a whole rather than as a mosaic of individual states, François Crouzet presents here an accessible, engaging history of the European economy during the second millennium. Stressing the common
economic institutions shared over time by the diﬀerent regions of Europe and the networks of relations that have linked them, Crouzet examines pan-European changes and integration rather than merely the particular experiences of individual countries. A History of the European Economy, 1000-2000
goes beyond addressing the historical ramiﬁcations of trade in the European economy to encompass problems such as the diﬀusion of technology, the migration of capital and labor, diasporas and minorities, and national diversity. By stressing the historical origins of the drive toward European
integration and its progress all the way to the birth of the euro, Crouzet delivers an original and comprehensive overview of European economic history. The Avars A Steppe Empire in Central Europe, 567–822 Cornell University Press The Avars arrived in Europe from the Central Asian steppes
in the mid-sixth century CE and dominated much of Central and Eastern Europe for almost 250 years. Fierce warriors and canny power brokers, the Avars were more inﬂuential and durable than Attila's Huns, yet have remained hidden in history. Walter Pohl's epic narrative, translated into English for the
ﬁrst time, restores them to their rightful place in the story of early medieval Europe. The Avars oﬀers a comprehensive overview of their history, tracing the Avars from the construction of their steppe empire in the center of Europe; their wars and alliances with the Byzantines, Slavs, Lombards, and
others; their apex as the ﬁrst so-called barbarian power to besiege Constantinople (in 626); to their fall under the Frankish armies of Charlemagne and subsequent disappearance as a distinct cultural group. Pohl uncovers the secrets of their society, synthesizing the rich archaeological record recovered
from more than 60,000 graves of the period, as well as accounts of the Avars by Byzantine and other chroniclers. In recovering the story of the fascinating encounter between Eurasian nomads who established an empire in the heart of Europe and the post-Roman Christian cultures of Europe, this book
provides a new perspective on the origins of medieval Europe itself. Writing Europe, 500-1450 Texts and Contexts Boydell & Brewer Essays on the writing and textual culture of Europe in the middle ages. Forgery and Memory at the End of the First Millennium Princeton University Press
An in-depth exploration of documentary forgery at the turn of the ﬁrst millennium Forgery and Memory at the End of the First Millennium takes a fresh look at documentary forgery and historical memory in the Middle Ages. In the tenth and eleventh centuries, religious houses across Europe began
falsifying texts to improve local documentary records on an unprecedented scale. As Levi Roach illustrates, the resulting wave of forgery signaled major shifts in society and political culture, shifts which would lay the foundations for the European ancien régime. Spanning documentary traditions across
France, England, Germany and northern Italy, Roach examines ﬁve sets of falsiﬁed texts to demonstrate how forged records produced in this period gave voice to new collective identities within and beyond the Church. Above all, he indicates how this fad for falsiﬁcation points to new attitudes toward
past and present—a developing fascination with the signs of antiquity. These conclusions revise traditional master narratives about the development of antiquarianism in the modern era, showing that medieval forgers were every bit as sophisticated as their Renaissance successors. Medieval forgers
were simply interested in diﬀerent subjects—the history of the Church and their local realms, rather than the literary world of classical antiquity. A comparative history of falsiﬁed records at a crucial turning point in the Middle Ages, Forgery and Memory at the End of the First Millennium oﬀers valuable
insights into how institutions and individuals rewrote and reimagined the past. Family, Commerce, and Religion in London and Cologne Anglo-German Emigrants, c.1000-c.1300 Cambridge University Press This book explores the full range of social, economic, religious and cultural contacts
between England and the German city of Cologne during the central Middle Ages, c. 1000 to c. 1300. A wealth of original archive material reveals an extensive network of English and German emigrants who were surprisingly successful in achieving assimilation into their new homelands. From pilgrims to
emigrants, crusaders and merchants to teachers, there existed a complex world of Anglo-German associations that will suggest a reconsideration of the medieval European world. Princely Brothers and Sisters The Sibling Bond in German Politics, 1100–1250 Cornell University Press In
Princely Brothers and Sisters, Jonathan R. Lyon takes a fresh look at sibling networks and the role they played in shaping the practice of politics in the Middle Ages. Focusing on nine of the most prominent aristocratic families in the German kingdom during the Staufen period (1138–1250), Lyon ﬁnds that
noblemen—and to a lesser extent, noblewomen—relied on the cooperation and support of their siblings as they sought to maintain or expand their power and inﬂuence within a competitive political environment. Consequently, sibling relationships proved crucial at key moments in shaping the political
and territorial interests of many lords of the kingdom. Family historians have largely overlooked brothers and sisters in the political life of medieval societies. As Lyon points out, however, siblings are the contemporaries whose lives normally overlap the longest. More so than parents and children,
husbands and wives, or lords and vassals, brothers and sisters have the potential to develop relationships that span entire lifetimes. The longevity of some sibling bonds therefore created opportunities for noble brothers and sisters to collaborate in especially potent ways. As Lyon shows, cohesive
networks of brothers and sisters proved remarkably eﬀective at counterbalancing the authority of the Staufen kings and emperors. Well written and impeccably researched, Princely Brothers and Sisters is an important book not only for medieval German historians but also for the ﬁeld of family history.
English Landscapes and Identities Investigating Landscape Change from 1500 BC to AD 1086 Oxford University Press Based on The English Landscapes and Identities project, this volume synthesises major available data sources of English archaeology to provide the ﬁrst comprehensive
account of the English landscape over a 2500-year period, as well as a celebration of centuries of archaeological work that has transformed our understanding of England's past. The Wealth of Wives Women, Law, and Economy in Late Medieval London Oxford University Press London became
an international center for import and export trade in the late Middle Ages. The export of wool, the development of luxury crafts and the redistribution of goods from the continent made London one of the leading commercial cities of Europe. While capital for these ventures came from a variety of
sources, the recirculation of wealth through London women was important in providing both material and social capital for the growth of London's economy. A shrewd Venetian visiting England around 1500 commented about the concentration of wealth and property in women's hands. He reported that
London law divided a testator's property three ways allowing a third to the wife for her life use, a third for immediate inheritance of the heirs, and a third for burial and the beneﬁt of the testator's soul. Women inherited equally with men and widows had custody of the wealth of minor children. In a
society in which marriage was assumed to be a natural state for women, London women married and remarried. Their wealth followed them in their marriages and was it was administered by subsequent husbands. This study, based on extensive use of primary source materials, shows that London's
economic growth was in part due to the substantial wealth that women transmitted through marriage. The Italian visitor observed that London men, unlike Venetians, did not seek to establish long patrilineages discouraging women to remarry, but instead preferred to recirculate wealth through women.
London's social structure, therefore, was horizontal, spreading wealth among guilds rather than lineages. The liquidity of wealth was important to a growing commercial society and women brought not only wealth but social prestige and trade skills as well into their marriages. But marriage was not the
only economic activity of women. London law permitted women to trade in their own right as femmes soles and a number of women, many of them immigrants from the countryside, served as wage laborers. But London's archives conﬁrm women's chief economic impact was felt in the capital and skill
they brought with them to marriages, rather than their proﬁts as independent traders or wage laborers. The European Book in the Twelfth Century Cambridge University Press The ﬁrst comprehensive study of the European book in the historical period known as the 'long twelfth century'
(1075-1225). Encountering Islam on the First Crusade Cambridge University Press A fundamental reassessment of Christian/Islamic relations during the First Crusade, combating its representation as an inter-faith clash of civilizations. The Illuminated Chronicle Chronicle of the Deeds of
the Hungarians from the Fourteenth-Century Illuminated Codex Central European University Press The Illuminated Chronicle was composed in 1358 in the international artistic style at the royal court of Louis I of Hungary. Its text, presented here in a new edition and translation, is the most
complete record of Hungary's medieval historical tradition, going back to the eleventh century and including the mythical past of its people. The pictures in this manuscript—formerly known as the Vienna Chronicle—are not merely occasional illustrations added to some exemplars, but text and image
are closely connected and mutually related to each other, to qualify it as a proper “illuminated chronicle”. The artistic value of the miniatures is quite high, and the characters are drawn with detail and with a knowledge of anatomy. Forty-two of the miniatures are included in the present volume. A full
color facsimile will be accessible online. The 147 pictures are an invaluable source of information on late medieval cultural history, costume, and court life. In a historiographical context, The Illuminated Chronicle is an attempt at the popularization of the national history and a systematic appeal to circles
beyond the old monastic-clerical audience. The Illuminated Chronicle (Chronica de gestis Hungarorum e codice picto saec. xiv.) is the ninth volume in the Central European Medieval Texts, a Latin–English bilingual series.
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